Reminder: The use of the eRA Research Performance Progress Report (RPPR) Module (found [HERE](#)) for submitting Streamlined Noncompeting Award Process (SNAP) and Fellowship progress reports is required for NIH awards with start dates on or after July 1, 2013 (i.e., due dates on or after May 15, 2013, for SNAP awards and May 1, 2013, for Fellowships). This is now mandatory despite the eSNAP option still being available in eRA Commons. NIH will no longer be accepting eSNAP progress reports with a July 1, 2013 budget start date or later.

If an eSNAP has already been submitted, it cannot be corrected in the Commons. The only way to change the progress report format is with the assistance of the eRA Help Desk at Commons Support (1-866-504-9552 or commons@od.nih.gov). It may take eRA up to two business days to reset the progress report so the user can initiate a progress report in a different format. Please make sure the RPPR module is used for awards with start dates on or after July 1, 2013 as this can potentially delay award notices if not submitted correctly.

For any questions, please refer to the original DCG NewsFlash distributed in March (found [HERE](#)) or contact the Contracts and Grants Officer assigned to your unit (found [HERE](#)).